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ABSTRACT—Trauma outcomes are improved by protocols for substantial bleeding, typically activated after physician
evaluation at a hospital. Previous analysis suggested that prehospital vital signs contained patterns indicating the presence
or absence of substantial bleeding. In an observational study of adults (aged Q18 years) transported to level I trauma
centers by helicopter, we investigated the diagnostic performance of the Automated Processing of the Physiological Reg-
istry for Assessment of Injury Severity (APPRAISE) system, a computational platform for real-time analysis of vital signs, for
identification of substantial bleeding in trauma patients with explicitly hemorrhagic injuries. We studied 209 subjects pro-
spectively and 646 retrospectively. In our multivariate analysis, prospective performance was not significantly different from
retrospective. The APPRAISE system was 76% sensitive for 24-h packed red blood cells of 9 or more units (95% confi-
dence interval, 59% Y 89%) and significantly more sensitive (P G 0.05) than any prehospital Shock Index of 1.4 or higher;
sensitivity, 59%; initial systolic blood pressure (SBP) less than 110 mmHg, 50%; and any prehospital SBP less than 90
mmHg, 50%. The APPRAISE specificity for 24-h packed red blood cells of 0 units was 87% (88% for any Shock Index Q1.4,
88% for initial SBP G110 mmHg, and 90% for any prehospital SBP G90 mmHg). Median APPRAISE hemorrhage notification
time was 20 min before arrival at the trauma center. In conclusion, APPRAISE identified bleeding before trauma center
arrival. En route, this capability could allow medics to focus on direct patient care rather than the monitor and, via advance
radio notification, could expedite hospital interventions for patients with substantial blood loss.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Hemorrhage is recognized as the leading treatable cause of

death after injury (1). Improved outcomes in trauma patients

have been shown when trauma centers apply specific protocols

for patients with substantial bleeding (2, 3). These protocols

encompass damage-control resuscitation, including aggressive

measures to avoid coagulopathy (via permissive hypotension

that slows blood loss, adequate restoration of coagulation

factors via transfusion, and minimization of hypothermia),

which is important because trauma-induced coagulopathy

affects between 24% and 56% of critically injured patients (4).

For these patients, massive transfusion of packed red blood

cells (PRBCs), that is, 10 or more units in 24 h (5), is often

necessary. Damage-control resuscitation is paired with damage-

control surgery, the operative strategy of prioritizing early

surgical control of bleeding, while sparing noncritical surgical

repairs that are undertaken only after the patient has sufficiently

recovered.

Although management protocols for patients with substan-

tial bleeding are associated with mortality benefits (3, 6), there

are no widely accepted criteria for their initiation. Holcomb

and Gumbert (2) commented that, in the report by Cotton et al.

(3), activation had been subjective after a surgeon’s evaluation

of the patient. Riskin et al. (6) reported that the Stanford

Protocol was activated subjectively Bat the discretion of the at-

tending physician.[ Several clinical scores to predict whether

trauma patients will require massive transfusion have been

developed, including the McLaughlin score, the Trauma As-

sociated Severe Hemorrhage (TASH) score, and the Assessment

of Blood Consumption (ABC) score (5). These scores are based

on vital sign data; mechanism of injury or anatomic details

(TASH score and ABC score); and abdominal sonography
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(ABC score), laboratory testing (McLaughlin score), or both

(TASH score).

Our group was interested in whether it would be feasible to

identify patients with substantial bleeding before arrival at the

hospital, without relying on testing or expertise that is nor-

mally hospital based, such as sonography or laboratory testing.

Growing evidence shows that assessment of multiple vital

signs together may be more effective than univariate ap-

proaches for detecting hemorrhagic hypovolemia (7, 8). In

addition, there have been encouraging reports of computa-

tional techniques (9, 10) to account for the fact that high-acuity

trauma patients demonstrate complex temporal fluctuations in

their prehospital vital signs (11Y13), and to identify unreliable

vital signs (14), because spurious measurements are so com-

mon (15Y18).

In this report, we evaluate the hypothesis that it is feasible to

identify patients with substantial 24-h PRBC transfusion re-

quirements by automated analysis of prehospital vital signs. To

test this prospectively, a specialized real-time computing plat-

form was developed and deployed into an active prehospital

operation (19). If it is feasible to identify patients with sub-

stantial bleeding by automated analysis of prehospital vital

signs, there might be improved en route care as well as in-

hospital care. En route, caregivers could focus more on patient

care rather than split attention with reexamining and reevaluating

the vital sign monitor. The automated system could notify the

caregivers when the vital signs were statistically consistent with

bleeding and display an on-screen checklist of expected re-

sponses. The receiving hospital could be provided with advance

radio notification, offering a head start for careful preparation of a

patient with major hemorrhage, for example, prewarming of the

patient’s bay (to prevent hypothermia), preparation of fresh

frozen plasma for immediate transfusion, and mobilization of

surgical assets (for early surgical intervention).

METHODS

Setting and study population
We examined a convenience sample of adult (aged Q18 years) trauma pa-

tients transported by air emergency medical service (EMS) to participating
level I trauma centers. With institutional review board approval, we collected a
prospective data set from Boston MedFlight (BMF, Bedford, Mass) and

compared the findings with an archival data set originally collected from
Memorial Hermann Life Flight (MHLF, Houston, Tex) by Cooke et al. (20)
and Holcomb et al. (21). In both data sets, we analyzed all subjects with at least
one recorded non-zero systolic blood pressure (SBP). Patients who died before
hospital admission (e.g., in the emergency department) were excluded from
analysis, because resuscitation was often terminated before large-volume
PRBC transfusion could be completed, regardless of whether or not the pa-
tient had significant hypovolemia.

Our primary study outcome was 24-h PRBC transfusion volume in patients
with hemorrhagic injury, defined as a documented hemorrhagic injury that
unequivocally caused some loss of blood (laceration or fracture of a solid
organ; documented hematoma within the thorax, peritoneum, retroperitoneum,
or pelvis; vascular injury that required operative repair; or limb amputation)
and PRBC transfusion within 24 h. Patients who received PRBCs but lacked a
documented hemorrhagic injury were excluded from the primary analysis be-
cause, in the absence of an explicitly hemorrhagic injury, it was challenging to
determine whether the transfusion was clinically indicated. Whether the patient
had documented hemorrhagic injury was determined by automated text search,
searching for injuries that met the aforementioned criteria (records were also
jointly reviewed by two investigators, J.L. and A.T.R., who confirmed that the
automated text search had not omitted any applicable hemorrhagic injuries nor
included nonhemorrhagic injuries).

The excluded patients who lacked explicitly hemorrhagic injuries were
reincluded and analyzed in a sensitivity analysis (see Appendix, Supplemental
Digital Content 1, at http://links.lww.com/SHK/A267).

Vital sign data processing
For the prospective cohort, we deployed the APPRAISE (Automated Processing

of the Physiological Registry for Assessment of Injury Severity [19]) system onto
two active BMF helicopters between February 5, 2010, and December 31, 2012.
The APPRAISE system consists of a Propaq 206 patient monitor (Welch-Allyn,
Beaverton, Oreg) networked to the GoBook ultracompact ruggedized personal
computer (General Dynamics Itronix, Sunrise, Fla) running analytic algorithms
developed for this research project (19). As a practical matter, this meant that all
vital sign data processing and analyses for BMF were done automatically and in
real time.

The following routine vital signs were monitored by the Propaq 206 mon-
itor: heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), oscillometric SBP, and pulse
pressure ([PP], the difference between SBP and diastolic blood pressure). The
APPRAISE software created an electronic record of the Propaq data, analyzed
the vital sign data in real time using algorithms described below and archived
the results. The results of the automated analysis were not visible to the flight
crew so that the investigational system would not affect clinical decision
making (this was a matter of human subject protection for a diagnostic system
that had not yet been validated during clinical operation).

The retrospective data originally had been collected onboard MHLF heli-
copters between August 2001 and April 2004 using a personal digital assistant
networked to a Propaq 206 patient monitor to archive the vital sign data (21).
Subsequently, those data were uploaded to our data warehousing system (22)
and analyzed offline.

We analyzed the prospective and the retrospective Propaq 206 data using the
exact same computational methodology. First, the automated algorithms identi-
fied and excluded unreliable vital sign measurements (Fig. 1). The reliability

FIG. 1. Analytic methodology for hemorrhage identification. In the first step (left panel), algorithms were used to identify, and exclude, unreliable vital
signs. In the second step (middle panel), ensemble classification was applied, which consisted of a set of different linear regression models, F1, F2,

I, Fn, that
were subsequently averaged together. Ensemble classification is useful when missing data are commonplace: different regression models contain different
combinations of the vital signs, and it is possible to omit any of those models that contain a missing input parameter. In the third step (right panel), the mean
ensemble classifier was evaluated by the SPRT, a statistical test of whether or not measurements repeated across time are consistent with a control distribution
or with a different (e.g., hemorrhagic patient) distribution. bpmVbeats per minute; ECGVelectrocardiography; VVvolt.
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algorithms for HR and RR involved analysis of the electrocardiography (ECG)
and impedance pneumography waveforms. This allowed us to discriminate be-
tween a clean source signal versus an unreliable segment caused by signal arti-
facts (23, 24). The SBP and PP reliability algorithms assessed signal quality by
analyzing the relationship between systolic, diastolic, and mean arterial pressures
and by comparing HR measured by ECG versus HR measured by oscillometry
(25). These automated algorithms, which have been shown to agree with human
experts’ opinions (23, 24), can significantly increase the diagnostic value of vital
signs by removing spurious measurements (25, 26).

The second step of real-time analysis involved an ensemble classifier,
which is a set of multivariate regression models whose numerical outputs were
averaged to yield the final output (Fig. 1). We trained the multivariate re-
gression models (i.e., set the weights for the input variables) for a binary
outcome as per Chen et al. (27), using the initial 15 min of vital sign data from
each MHLF subject. For the model training, the binary outcome was whether
patients received 1 or more PRBCs for an unambiguous hemorrhagic injury or
not. This model training yielded a classifier that, on the basis of the input vital
signs (HR, RR, SBP, and PP), quantified whether the pattern was similar to the
population with hemorrhage (output closer to 1) or to the nonhemorrhagic
control population (output closer to 0). The ensemble classifier was originally
developed for use at a single time point, for example, on 15 min of prehospital
data collection, for prediction of 24-h PRBC more than 0, and it was cross-
validated using 50%/50% training/testing (27). There were no significant dif-
ferences (P 9 0.05) when the receiver operating characteristic area under the
curve (ROC AUC) of 10-fold cross-validation was compared with the ROC
AUC for 100%/100% training/testing ($ROC AUC T 0.01). Compared with
routine multivariate regression, an ensemble classifier can provide two ad-
vantages. First, the ensemble can still classify patients even when a complete
set of reliable vital signs is unavailable. Second, it can offer performance that is
more consistent from one data set to the next (27, 28).

Every 2 min, this analysis was repeated. For the prospective trial, this oc-
curred in real time. For the retrospective analysis, we reapplied the algorithms
at every 2-min mark of the patient’s electronic record, simulating real-time
application. Every time the ensemble classifier was applied (i.e., every 2 min),
we analyzed the time-averaged value of all reliable HR, RR, SBP, and PP
measured since the beginning of the record up to the time of analysis. (For
example, at t = 6 min, all vital sign data from t = 0 to t = 6 min were analyzed.
At t = 8 min, all vital sign data from t = 0 to t = 8 min were analyzed.) The
rationale for analyzing data reaching back to the start of the mission arose from
previous analysis suggesting that prehospital vital signs contained enormous
variabilityVlikely caused by pain, medications, or other transient stimuliVand
that time averaging was an effective method to remove some of the confounding
data perturbations and achieve superior diagnostic performance (9).

The third and final step of real-time analysis involved the Wald sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT) for determining whether to issue a Bhemorrhage
notification[ on the basis of accumulated evidence from the ensemble classi-
fier outputs (Fig. 1). The SPRT (29) is a useful statistical technique for
determining whether repeated measurement samples are consistent with one
statistical distribution (e.g., a normal population) versus a second statistical
distribution (e.g., an abnormal population). Thresholds for the SPRT were set
as per Chen et al. (10), where the SPRT was shown to reduce false alarms at
the expense of some alarm latency.

Clinical outcomes
For the BMF data set, a research nurse collected patient attributes and

outcome data via retrospective chart review of the receiving hospitals’ medical
records (i.e., Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, the Brigham and
Women’s Hospital, and the Massachusetts General Hospital). The data were
archived electronically using REDCap (30). We obtained injury severity scores
from each hospital’s trauma registry. For the MHLF data set, a chart review
was conducted by the original study authors (21).

Statistical analysis
Data were summarized using mean with standard deviation or median with

interquartiles for continuous variables, and frequency with percentage for
categorical variables. We computed the proportion of patients who received a
hemorrhage notification as a function of the number of units of PRBCs that
each patient received during the initial 24 h in the hospital (B24-h PRBC
volume[). For comparison, we also computed the proportion of patients with
other hemodynamic abnormalities: initial SBP less than 110 mmHg, any
prehospital SBP less than 90 mmHg, or any prehospital Shock Index (SI) of 1.4
or higher (where SI = HR/SBP). The threshold for SI was chosen based on the
findings in Mutschler et al. (31). We tested for significant differences between
those proportions using McNemar’s test.

For BMF patients, MHLF patients, and the pooled data set, we developed
logistical regression models to quantify the likelihood of a patient receiving a

hemorrhage notification as a function of 24-h PRBC volume. We also tested
whether the likelihood of a patient receiving a hemorrhage notification differed
between the two populations (BMF and MHLF) controlling for the 24-h PRBC
volume. Finally, to investigate other factors that may have influenced whether
a patient received a hemorrhage notification or not, we applied multivariate
logistical regression to a set of parameters quantifying potential sources of
variability: age, mechanism of trauma, prehospital factors (elapsed time since
injury, volume of resuscitation, endotracheal intubation, duration of transport),
and anatomy of the injuries based on the trauma registry Abbreviated Injury
Scale scores. Two-sided values of P G 0.05 were considered as statistically
significant.

RESULTS

Of the 999 patients with electronic data available (MHLF, 757;

BMF, 242), we excluded 22 who lacked a non-zero blood pressure

measurement (MHLF, 20; BMF, 2) and 33 who did not survive to

admission (MHLF, 27; BMF, 6). Also, there were 89 patients who

received 24-h PRBC transfusion while lacking explicitly hemor-

rhagic injuries (MHLF, 64; BMF, 25); these patients were

examined in the sensitivity analysis (see Appendix, Supplemental

Digital Content 1, at http://links.lww.com/SHK/A267). Table 1

describes the primary study population.

Correlation of basic vital signs and 24-h PRBC volume

In the MHLF data set, SBP, PP, HR, and RR were signifi-

cantly (P G 0.001) correlated with 24-h PRBC transfusion

volume: > = j0.32, > = j0.36, > = +0.24, and > = +0.24,

respectively.

In the BMF data set, SBP (P G 0.001) and PP (P G 0.01)

were significantly correlated with 24-h PRBC transfusion

volume: > = j0.30 and > = j0.23, respectively. Heart rate

showed a nonsignificant trend (P = 0.051), with > = +0.14,

whereas RR was not significantly correlated.

Diagnostic test characteristics

Table 2 shows the relationship between the incidence of

APPRAISE hemorrhage notification and 24-h PRBC transfu-

sion volume. With increasing 24-h PRBC transfusion volume,

TABLE 1. Study population characteristics

Memorial Hermann
Life Flight

Boston
MedFlight

Population, n 646 209

Sex, male, n (%) 479 (74) 155 (74)

Age, mean (SD), years 38 (15) 45 (20)

Blunt, n (%) 577 (89) 188 (90)

Penetrating, n (%) 61 (9) 21 (10)

ISS, median (IQR) 16 (9 Y 34) 16 (9 Y 26)

Interhospital transfer, n (%) 0 (0) 103 (49)

Prehospital airway intubation, n (%) 111 (17) 80 (38)

Prehospital GCS, median (IQR) 15 (13 Y 15) 15 (8 Y 15)

Prehospital blood transfusion, n (%) 0 (0) 15 (7)

24-h PRBC volume 90 unit, n (%) 75 (12) 31 (15)

24-h PRBC volume Q3 units, n (%) 57 (9) 18 (9)

24-h PRBC volume Q10 units, n (%) 22 (3) 8 (4)

Survival to discharge, n (%) 608 (94) 191 (91)

GCSVGlasgow Coma Scale; IQRVinterquartile range; ISSVInjury
Severity Score; SDVstandard deviation.
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the proportion of APPRAISE-positive subjects exhibited an

increasing trend in both the MHLF and BMF studies. In the

pooled data set (MHLF and BMF), sensitivities for 24-h PRBC

transfusion volume of 9 or more units for APPRAISE notifi-

cation, SI of 1.4 or higher, initial SBP less than 110 mmHg,

and any hypotension (SBP G90 mmHg) were 76% (59% Y 89%),

59% (41% Y 75%), 50% (32% Y 68%), and 50% (32% Y 68%),

respectively, and we found that the sensitivity of APPRAISE

notification was significantly higher than SI of 1.4 or higher (P =

0.014), initial SBP less than 110 mmHg (P = 0.007), and any

hypotension, that is, SBP less than 90 mmHg (P = 0.007). The

sensitivities of APPRAISE notification for 24-h PRBC trans-

fusion volume of 9 or more units were similar for the MHLF

versus BMF data sets: 76% (55% Y 91%) and 78% (40% Y
97%), respectively.

In the pooled data set (MHLF and BMF), specificities for

24-h PRBC transfusion volume of 0 units (i.e., no blood trans-

fusion at all) for APPRAISE notification, SI of 1.4 or higher,

initial SBP less than 110 mmHg, and any hypotension (SBP

G90 mmHg) were 87% (85% Y 89%), 88% (85% Y 90%), 88%

(86% Y 91%), and 90% (88% Y 92%), respectively, and we

found that the specificity of APPRAISE was not significantly

different from initial SBP less than 110 mmHg or any prehospital

SI of 1.4 or higher. Compared with any prehospital SBP less than

90 mmHg, APPRAISE notification showed a significantly lower

specificity (P G 0.05), although the absolute magnitude of the

difference was 3%. The specificities of APPRAISE notification

for 24-h PRBC transfusion volume of 0 units were 86% (83% Y
89%) for the MHLF data set and 90% (85% Y 94%) for the BMF

data set. In the pooled data set, negative predictive values (24-h

PRBC transfusion volume = 0 units vs. Q1 unit) for APPRAISE

notification, SI of 1.4 or higher, initial SBP less than 110 mmHg,

and any hypotension (SBP G90 mmHg) were similar: 94% (92% Y
96%), 92% (90% Y 94%), 92% (90% Y 94%), and 92% (90% Y
94%), respectively.

Incidentally, there were three subjects who received pre-

hospital needle decompression, and all received hemorrhage

notifications during transport (24-h PRBC volumes for these

subjects were 0, 4, and 920, respectively).

Timelines

Figure 2 illustrates prehospital timelines for all subjects with

24-h PRBC volume of 9 or more units, showing the timing of

blood pressure measurements, of APPRAISE hemorrhage no-

tifications, and episodes of hypotension (SBP G90 mmHg).

The median notification time after the start time of transport

was 6 min (interquartiles 4 Y 16) for MHLF and 10 min for

BMF (interquartiles 8 Y 40). The median notification time

before arrival at the hospital was 17 min for MHLF and 52 min

for BMF, and the difference was largely caused by shorter

transport times for MHLF (the median transport time for

subjects with 24-h PRBC volume Q9 units was 28 min

[interquartiles 24 Y 36] for MHLF and 65 min [interquartiles

35 Y 78] for BMF). Combining the two populations, APPRAISE

notification occurred in the first half of the transportation in 73%

of the cases.

Nine subjects returned to APPRAISE-negative status after a

hemorrhage notification: six MHLF subjects who were actu-

ally false positive (i.e., 24-hr PRBC = 0) and three BMF sub-

jects who were true positive (i.e., 24-hr PRBC Q 1) and

received prehospital PRBC transfusion.

Multivariate logistic regression

Using logistic regression to model the likelihood of

APPRAISE hemorrhage notification as a function of 24-h PRBC

transfusion volume further demonstrated that the results were

similar in both data sets (Fig. 3). Each PRBC unit transfused

was associated with a 43% (95% CI, 30 Y 57%) increase in the

odds of APPRAISE hemorrhage notification for MHLF and a

44% (95% CI, 24 Y 67%) increase for BMF. The odds ratio of

APPRAISE notification per unit of PRBC transfused was not

significantly different between the two data sets (i.e., BMF

versus MHLF) when fitting a regression model to the pooled

data set (P = 0.635). However, there was a nonsignificant trend

toward a lower overall likelihood of hemorrhage notification

in the BMF data set when compared with the MHLF data set

(P = 0.053), including a lower likelihood of hemorrhage no-

tifications in patients without bleeding (24-h PRBC = 0) and

with substantial bleeding (24-h PRBC Q9), which is apparent

in the offset between the two regression curves (Fig. 3). Note

that the specificities and sensitivities extracted from Figure 3

are slightly different from those reported in Table 2 because of

the nature of the regression fit.

We investigated the factors associated with whether subjects

received an APPRAISE hemorrhage notification; see univari-

ate and multivariate logistic regression analyses in Table 3. In

multivariate analysis, four independent factors were significant

predictors of whether the patient received an APPRAISE no-

tification: increasing 24-h PRBC volume, increasing severity

TABLE 2. Relationship between prehospital APPRAISE hemorrhage
notification versus 24-h PRBC transfusion volume

24-h PRBC volume (units)

0 1 Y 2 3 Y 8 Q9 Total

Total patients, n 749 31 41 34 855

MHLF patients, n 571 18 32 25 646

BMF patients, n 178 13 9 9 209

Hemorrhage notification,
n (%)

96 (13) 12 (39) 26 (63) 26 (76)

MHLF, n (%) 79 (14) 9 (50) 22 (69) 19 (76)

BMF, n (%) 17 (10) 3 (23) 4 (44) 7 (78)

Any SI Q1.4, n (%) 92 (12) 8 (26) 21 (51) 20 (59)

MHLF, n (%) 70 (12) 6 (33) 18 (56) 14 (56)

BMF, n (%) 22 (12) 2 (15) 3 (33) 6 (67)

Initial SBP G110 mmHg,
n (%)

87 (12) 9 (29) 22 (54) 17 (50)

MHLF, n (%) 67 (12) 5 (28) 18 (56) 11 (44)

BMF, n (%) 20 (11) 4 (31) 4 (44) 6 (67)

Any SBP G90 mmHg,
n (%)

73 (10) 9 (29) 24 (59) 17 (50)

MHLF, n (%) 51 (9) 6 (33) 18 (56) 11 (44)

BMF, n (%) 22 (12) 3 (23) 6 (67) 6 (67)
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of chest injury, longer flight duration, and younger age. Nei-

ther abdominal, nor head, nor extremity injury severity had a

significant association with false-negative alarms. Prehospital

PRBC transfusion was only found in the BMF cohort, and

those patients had a significantly increased risk of APPRAISE

hemorrhage notification.

DISCUSSION

This investigation demonstrated that there was a strong as-

sociation between 24-h PRBC transfusion volume and abnor-

mal prehospital vital signs, and that the majority of patients

with large transfusion requirements could be distinguished

from other trauma patients using techniques for time series and

multivariate analysis. The automated APPRAISE system re-

quired neither oversight nor input by the flight crew; it oper-

ated wholly autonomously, only requiring that the flight crew

use their Propaq transport monitor as per standard procedure.

The performance of the APPRAISE algorithms for early

identification of patients with 24-h PRBC of 9 or more units

was quite similar in actual prospective real-time use (the BMF

data set) versus simulated real-time use (the MHLF data set).

Potential benefits of prehospital identification of substantial
bleeding

Automated functionality that reliably provides a notification

whenever important patterns develop would permit the care-

giver to focus much more on the patient (e.g., better pain

control, better management of retching patients who could

aspirate, etc.) and not constantly split attention between the

patient and the travel monitor. Consistent fully automated de-

tection of hypovolemic vital signs may be most clinically

valuable if the EMS caregiver is inexperienced, fatigued, or

distracted.

With reliable notification that a bleeding patient is about to

arrive, the receiving facility could prepare for hemorrhage-

specific management. Today’s typical practice involves a trau-

ma team evaluationVpostarrivalVbefore deciding whether to

activate protocols for substantial bleeding (2). At best, this

adds a small delay to care and, in some cases, resultant delays

can be substantial. In one report describing the benefits of an

institutional protocol for substantial bleeding, interventions

such as transfusion of fresh-frozen plasma were not initiated

for several hours in many cases (6). By analogy, the com-

mon practice of activating the cardiac catheterization team

when the prehospital ECG shows ST-elevation myocardial

infarction in a patient with chest pain illustrates the potential

value of readying the hospital for an exsanguinating patient

based on a simple objective prehospital indicator: by initi-

ating in-hospital preparations based on prehospital notifi-

cation, the time delay to percutaneous coronary intervention

can be reduced (32). Of note, cardiologists still conduct

expert evaluations before undertaking catheterization, and

prehospital notification does not remove clinical authority

from hospital caregivers.

FIG. 2. Timelines for patients with substantial bleeding (i.e., 24-h PRBC volume Q9 units) indicating time of hypotensive episodes (SBP G90 mmHg)
and hemorrhage notification during prehospital transport. (A) Bleeding patients who received an APPRAISE hemorrhage notification (i.e., true positives)
and (B) bleeding patients who did not receive a notification (i.e., false negatives).
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It may be most clinically valuable if, rather than a simple

alert or notification, the automated system were to display an

on-screen list of bulleted action items to remind the EMS

caregiver of each and every expected action item for trauma

patients with abnormal circulation, for example, check for

compressible hemorrhage, check for tension pneumothorax

(as noted, the APPRAISE system generated a hemorrhage

notification for all three subjects with documented prehospital

needle decompression), hold fluids unless SBP was less than

90 mmHg, keep patient warm, and so on. Note that protocol

compliance is an underlying challenge throughout health care

(33), and checklists are a valuable tool to improve protocol

compliance (34Y36).

The clinical benefits of this system are speculative because

we did not assess clinical impact in the current investigation

(an institutional review boardYrelated matter; see Methods).

Yet, it seems reasonable to move toward bedside computing

for certain tasks, such as statistical analyses that can quantify

whether a sequence of vital signs is abnormal, and thereby

permit caregivers to focus on quality bedside care.

Physiological interpretation of the findings

At a rudimentary level, this study suggests that patients with

massive 24-h blood transfusion requirements demonstrate

hypovolemic physiology before hospital arrival. This intuitive

finding is consistent with other prediction rules for massive

transfusion where hypotension and tachycardia are established

predictive factors for massive transfusion (5).

Unlike the other massive transfusion prediction rules, the

APPRAISE system only involves vital sign data analyzed

during prehospital transport. The APPRAISE system uses

well-known statistical techniques, such as time averaging and

the SPRT, for analyzing data that fluctuate through time, and it

detects hemorrhage by considering the temporal accumulation

of evidence. The system does not seek to identify trends

through time (e.g., downward drifts in SBP), which may seem

counterintuitive, but it has been clearly demonstrated that

prehospital vital signs fluctuate substantially frequently with-

out obvious overt directional trends (10, 12Y14).

In addition to time series techniques, another common sense

principle incorporated in the APPRAISE system was multi-

variate analysis. Like several prediction rules for massive

transfusion (5), the APPRAISE system’s algorithms used

the independent diagnostic information from more than one

vital sign. This is consistent with recent reports that the SI (the

ratio of HR to SBP) is a valuable diagnostic tool for identifi-

cation of hemorrhage (7, 8). The APPRAISE system identifies

hypovolemia by a combination of low SBP, low PP, high HR,

and high RR. A minority of the massive transfusion patients

were not detected by the APPRAISE system; those generally

lacked hypotension (Fig. 2B), suggesting that they were not

substantially hypovolemic during transport.

There were also APPRAISE hemorrhage notifications in pa-

tients who did not require massive transfusion. These patients

were likely hypovolemic during transport yet without the ongo-

ing blood losses that necessitate massive transfusion (of note,

among patients who never needed any PRBCs, those who

TABLE 3. Factors associated with APPRAISE hemorrhage notification

Factor

Univariate Multivariate

Odds
ratio 95% CI

Odds
ratio 95% CI

24-h PRBC transfusion
volume (per 1 unit)

1.43‡ (1.32 Y 1.55) 1.4‡ (1.29 Y 1.52)

Demographics

Age (per 10 years) 0.91 (0.82 Y 1.02) 0.87* (0.77 Y 0.99)

Prehospital course

Endotracheal
intubation (y/n)

2.22‡ (1.53 Y 3.20)

IVF (per 500 mL) 1.51‡ (1.27 Y 1.79)

Time to begin transport
(per 10 min)

1.05 (0.99 Y 1.12)

Duration of transport
(per 10 min)

1.18† (1.05 Y 1.32) 1.17* (1.02 Y 1.35)

Injury mechanism

Blunt trauma (y/n) 1.28 (0.70 Y 2.33)

Penetrating trauma (y/n) 0.88 (0.48 Y 1.62)

Injury description

Head AIS Q3 (y/n) 1.03 (0.67 Y 1.58)

Abdomen or pelvis AIS
Q 3 (y/n)

4.41‡ (2.73 Y 7.12)

Extremity, not pelvis
AIS Q3 (y/n)

1.26 (0.80 Y 1.98)

Thorax AIS Q3 (y/n) 3.73‡ (2.51 Y 5.53) 2.58‡ (1.64 Y 4.04)

AISVAbbreviated Injury Scale; CIVconfidence interval; IVFVintravenous
fluids; (y/n)Vbinary variables.
Odds ratio significantly different from 1.0: *P G 0.05, †P G 0.01, ‡P G 0.001.

FIG. 3. Modeling the rate of APPRAISE hemorrhage notification using
logistic regression. The slopes of the BMF and MHLF curves were the
same: each PRBC unit transfused was associated with a 43% (95% CI, 30%
Y 57%) increase in the odds of MHLF hemorrhage notification and also a 44%
(95% CI, 24% Y 67%) increase for BMF hemorrhage notification. The offset
between MHLF and BMF was not statistically significant: further inclusion of a
population parameter (1 for MHLF and 0 for BMF) into the regression model
for the combined (BMF and MHLF) data set did not yield a statistically sig-
nificant coefficient for the population parameter. Shaded areas are the 95%
confidence intervals for the combined population regression model. The
confidence interval becomes wider as a result of a smaller patient population
with larger 24-h PRBC volumes. Patients who received 10 or more units of
PRBCs were combined into a single category.
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received an APPRAISE hemorrhage notification had signifi-

cantly higher average injury severity scores). Whether the alert

would offer clinical value in this population without massive

transfusion requirements is an open question. As discussed

above, the APPRAISE system would not obviate the need for

clinical assessments by prehospital and receiving facility per-

sonnel. Rather, the system is a tool for optimizing vital sign

information, offering automated consistent notification when

the patterns suggest hypovolemia, and these patterns are strongly

associated with subsequent blood transfusion requirements.

Limitations

The study outcome, hemorrhage severity, was quantified by

each patient’s 24-h PRBC volume. However, the quantity of

PRBCs that a patient actually receives is a function of multiple

factors, including the speed and effectiveness of surgical

hemorrhage control, and some subjective clinical decision

making. The generalizability of the findings, that is, the noti-

fication incidence versus 24-h PRBC volume, and their ap-

plicability to guiding initial resuscitation may have limitations.

Yet, the notable consistency (Fig. 3) between the MHLF and

BMF results during aeromedical transport to one and three dis-

tinct trauma centers, respectively, suggests that such confounding

factors can average out across different trauma systems, yielding

consistent relationships between prehospital notification inci-

dence and hemorrhage severity.

The prospective BMF arm of this study was sufficient to

demonstrate that the real-time system can perform encourag-

ingly well (seven of nine massive transfusion BMF subjects re-

ceived a real-time prehospital notification). However, the BMF

data set was too small to directly compare test characteristics of

the APPRAISE notification versus hypotension or SI.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that real-time multivariate time series analysis

of vital signs is a feasible means of identifying prehospital

trauma patients with substantial bleeding, and that prospective

investigation of the clinical value of this automated method-

ology is justified.
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